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Defining Stationarity
Guiding principle and foundation of water 
management and policy in the western US

Key assumptions:
1. Over the timescales relevant to water resource 

management, natural systems fluctuate within 
unchanging boundaries

2. The probability of any event (e.g. drought of a 
given magnitude) does not change over these 
timescales

3. Probabilities can be reasonably estimated from 
observations

After Milly et al. 2008 and others



Consequences
• Heavy reliance on the instrumental/ 

observational record 
• The “past” becomes our primary 

target for policy and management 



Milly, et al. (1 February 2008), Science 319 (5863), 573. 



Key Questions
•Is stationarity a useful paradigm in 
water resource management and policy?
•How reliable are observations as a guide 
to the future?
•How is climate change impacting our 
ability to apply stationarity?



What do we know about
the potential range-of-variability?

Stationarity & 
Western Water: 



Water Year Flows: Colorado River @ Lees Ferry, AZ

30-yr “Normal”
Period

Record
Begins
In 1922



LongLong--term term 
PerspectivesPerspectives

On On StationarityStationarity



Regional Regional hydroclimatichydroclimatic variability from variability from 
Tree rings: Upper Colorado RiverTree rings: Upper Colorado River



Meko et al. (2007) GRL
Gray, Pederson, and Bunn (In Prep.)

Woodhouse et al., (2006) WRR

Colorado River at Lees Ferry:
Multiple high-quality reconstructions now span 1000+ years



Gray, Woodhouse and Lukas (in prep)

20th Century

19th Century

18th Century

17th Century

16th Century



~30 years without
severe drought

Gray, Woodhouse and Lukas (in prep)
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19th Century

18th Century

17th Century

16th Century



25 yr 25 yr splinespline

UPCO Basin Flow RegimesUPCO Basin Flow Regimes

Lees FerryLees Ferry

Unusual wetness leads to the 
over-allocation of river water

Woodhouse, Gray, and Meko (2006)
Water Resources Research 42:W05415  



25 yr 25 yr splinespline

UPCO Basin Flow RegimesUPCO Basin Flow Regimes

Lees FerryLees Ferry

(Should this really be our reference period?)(Should this really be our reference period?)



Lees Ferry

25 yr average for flows vs. 
gage period mean (15.2 MAF)

Reconstructed Upper Colorado River Flows

Woodhouse, Gray, and Meko (2006). Water Resources Research 42:W05415  
Gray, Pederson, and Bunn (In Prep.)



25 yr average for flows vs. 
gage period mean (15.2 MAF)

Reconstructed Upper Colorado River Flows

Woodhouse, Gray, and Meko (2006). Water Resources Research 42:W05415  
Gray, Pederson, and Bunn (In Prep.)

Many droughts of greater magnitude
and duration compared to 20th Century

Start of gage
record



Significant Wet/Dry Regimes through TimeSignificant Wet/Dry Regimes through Time

Lees FerryLees Ferry 2525 and 50 yr averagesand 50 yr averages



Lees FerryLees Ferry

Dominated by switching between Dominated by switching between 
persistent highpersistent high-- and lowand low--flow regimes flow regimes 

Climate and Climate and StreamflowStreamflow are Nonare Non--StationaryStationary



Courtesy NASA & NOAA

Non-stationarity is largely a product of 
interactions between ocean-atmosphere 
processes occurring in different regions 
of the globe



Are natural variations cyclic?
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= significant (p < 0.05) “cycle”



And the verdict is…
•As commonly applied in water resource 
management, stationarity has never been 
a valid assumption 
•Observations do not cover the range of 
variability we can reasonably expect
•In many parts of the West our “base-
line” was unusually wet and lacking in 
severe droughts
•No 30-100 yr period is sufficient to 
cover the full range of variability



Climate Change vs. 
Stationarity



The Prognosis- Temperature increases and other climatic 
changes will continue for many centuries to come

IPCC 2007



Climate Predictions for North America

Central Rockies: Roughly 3° F average annual warming by 2050 and 6° F by 
2100; -5% decrease to 5% increase in annual precipitation; Drier summers 
and slightly wetter winters (DJF); Potential for more dramatic extremes 



Warming = Perpetual Drought?

Source: Hoerling and Eischeid - SW Hydrology, 2007

No significant change
In precipitation plus
1.4 °C temp. increase

No significant change
In precipitation plus
2.8 °C temp. increase

Small increases in 
temperature lead to 
increased evaporation 

and decreased
water yield to streams

Calculated Palmer Drought Severity Index Values



How will river How will river 
flows change when flows change when 
increasing temps increasing temps 
are combined with are combined with 
drought and drought and precipprecip
change?  change?  

Gray et al. (2007), Quat. Res.  
Gray and McCabe (In Review) WRR
McCabe and Gray, (In Prep.)   

River Flow Sensitivity Studies



Wolock and McCabe,1999
McCabe and Wolock, 2007 

Water Balance 
Accounting Model

Monthly or
Water Year

Stream Flow
(Discharge)

Monthly PRISM Monthly PRISM



Modeling Water Year Runoff: Yellowstone at Corwin Springs

r2 = 0.85



15-24%
Decline

Modeling Potential Impacts on the Yellowstone River

Long-term Change in Average Runoff 

No change from historic precipitation plus warming scenarios



Additional
23-34%
Decline

Average Runoff: Driest 10th percentile 

Modeling Potential Impacts on the Yellowstone River

No change from historic precipitation plus warming scenarios



Could precipitation offset increasing temperatures?
Analysis: 800 yr tree-ring record plus future temps



Streamflow responses to climate 
change will be non-stationary!

Inherent PPT variability could
promote non-stationary 

climate-change responses 



Trends in APRIL 1 snow pack

From Mote et al. 2007

Percent change since 1950 Absolute change since 1950



Gray and McCabe, In review

Regional Streamflow Sensitivity Studies: Upper Yellowstone

Diminished winter
flows with more
chance of floods

Earlier peak with variable
impacts on peak flow Greatest impacts

in late-summer



Climate Change Impacts
•Further invalidates stationarity
•More intense droughts, potential for 
greater drought duration (?) 
•Potential to further widen the range 
between extremes
•Amplifies limitations of observational 
records and related assumptions
•Will undoubtedly exacerbate existing 
problems (e.g. aging infrastructure, user 
conflicts, endangered/exotic species)



• 6x increase in area 
burned since 1986 

• Higher spring and 
summer temp plus 
earlier snow melt

• New paradigm for 
wild land fire
Westerling et al. 2006;

see also McKenzie et al. 2004

Warmer temperatures 
increase wildfire



Mountain pine beetle will dramatically alter Western conifer forests 

Widespread epidemics driven by warmer temperatures
Tree’s natural defenses reduced by drought
Unprecedented (?) in extent, rate of spread and severity 



Source: McCabe and Wolock 2007

Projected Upper Colorado Flows vs. Population Growth

The Western Rivers Problem



Beyond Stationarity
•Time to use all the tools at our disposal

-Observations should be one of many 
decision-support tools

•Non-stationary models of natural systems
•Need for interdisciplinary cooperation
•Flexibility in policy and management
•View decisions in terms of “vulnerability”,    
not just empirical probabilities 



Build Capacity for Rapid 
Data/Information Transfer

Google: Wyoming Water Resources



Maintain and Improve Monitoring

Photos courtesy Brent Ewers, UW

“Win-Win” strategy that 
prepares us for drought, 
regulatory challenges and 

Climate Change 



Beyond Stationarity
•Time to use all the tools at our disposal

-Observations should be one of many 
decision-support tools

•Non-stationary models of natural systems
•Need for interdisciplinary cooperation
•Flexibility in policy and management
•View decisions in terms of “vulnerability”,    
not just empirical probabilities 



We tend to think of future 
climate change as a simple
linear trend…

How has stationarity influenced our 
view of climate change?

Gray et al. (2006), Ecology 87:1124-1130
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Future climate will be a 
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trends and natural variability
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Beyond Stationarity
•Time to use all the tools at our disposal

-Observations should be one of many 
decision-support tools

•Non-stationary models of natural systems
•Need for interdisciplinary cooperation
•Flexibility in policy and management
•View decisions in terms of “vulnerability”,    
not just empirical probabilities 



Use “Scenario Planning” and other techniques to assess 
vulnerabilities under a wide range of potential futures



Thanks!


